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Abstract Increasing optical depth poleward of 45° is a robust response towarming in global climatemodels.
Much of this cloud optical depth increase has been hypothesized to be due to transitions from ice-dominated
to liquid-dominated mixed-phase cloud. In this study, the importance of liquid-ice partitioning for the optical
depth feedback is quantified for 19 CoupledModel Intercomparison Project Phase 5 models. All models show a
monotonic partitioning of ice and liquid as a function of temperature, but the temperature at which ice and
liquid are equally mixed (the glaciation temperature) varies by as much as 40K across models. Models that
have a higher glaciation temperature are found to have a smaller climatological liquid water path (LWP) and
condensedwater path and experience a larger increase in LWP as the climate warms. The ice-liquid partitioning
curve of eachmodelmay be used to calculate the response of LWP towarming. It is found that the repartitioning
between ice and liquid in a warming climate contributes at least 20% to 80% of the increase in LWP as the
climate warms, depending onmodel. Intermodel differences in the climatological partitioning between ice and
liquid are estimated to contribute at least 20% to the intermodel spread in the high-latitude LWP response
in the mixed-phase region poleward of 45°S. It is hypothesized that a more thorough evaluation and constraint
of global climate model mixed-phase cloud parameterizations and validation of the total condensate and
ice-liquid apportionment against observations will yield a substantial reduction in model uncertainty in the
high-latitude cloud response to warming.

1. Introduction

The response of Southern Ocean (SO) low clouds to warming remains a significant source of uncertainty in
global warming simulations. The uncertainties in the low cloud response are primarily due to lack of
agreement as to how cloud albedo changes [Zelinka et al., 2012a, 2012b, 2013]. This is consistent with
the substantial low cloud cover in the SO region [McCoy et al., 2014b], and the role of low cloud feedback
as the largest source of disagreement between GCMs [Bony et al., 2006; Vial et al., 2013]. The Southern high
latitudes, and to a lesser degree, the Northern high latitudes show a pronounced increase in upwelling
shortwave radiation in a warmed climate (a negative feedback) that transitions to a slight decrease in
upwelling shortwave radiation in the subtropics (a positive feedback)[Zelinka et al., 2012a, 2013]. This dipole
in SW feedback poses an interesting problem as it is highly robust across different global climate models
(GCMs), but its exact placement and magnitude vary significantly between GCMs. The response of SO
albedo to warming affects both the local radiative feedback and the atmospheric circulation [Ceppi et al.,
2014; Frierson and Hwang, 2012].

Previous observational and modeling studies have indicated that the increase in cloud albedo at high lati-
tudes is likely to be significantly influenced by transitions from ice to liquid as relatively less reflective ice tran-
sitions to bright liquid droplets [Cheng et al., 2012;McCoy et al., 2014a; Naud et al., 2006; Tsushima et al., 2006;
Zelinka et al., 2012a]. The glaciation process in nature is complicated and poorly constrained [Atkinson et al.,
2013;Murray et al., 2012], and the physics and dynamics of mixed-phase clouds are nonlinear [Morrison et al.,
2011]. The transition from liquid to ice is subject both to the availability of ice nuclei and to the complex
microphysical interactions of supercooled liquid and ice nuclei.

Based on our understanding of the mechanisms that drive mixed-phase cloud, it is likely that declining ice
condensate fractions would lead to an increase in liquid condensate that is larger than the reduction in ice
condensate, so that the total mass of condensate should increase as the cloud deglaciates [Klein et al.,
2009; McCoy et al., 2014a; Morrison et al., 2011]. Several mechanisms are thought to contribute to this effect:
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(1) precipitation is suppressed as ice becomes less dominant; (2) cloud top radiative cooling is enhanced as
liquid becomes more dominant, which in turn enhances in-cloud turbulence; (3) surface longwave radiative
heating and atmospheric cooling is enhanced as liquid becomes more dominant, decreasing static stability
and enhancing surface moisture and energy fluxes [Morrison et al., 2011; Tsushima et al., 2006]. Other mechan-
isms, such as the enhancement of liquid water content with the change in the temperature derivative of the
moist adiabat as the climate warms [Betts and Harshvardhan, 1987], should further enhance the liquid water
path (LWP) beyond the transitions engendered by the repartitioning of condensate. While these processes
do not include all possible mechanisms that may be at play in mixed phase cloud, they provide a working
hypothesis rooted in observations that would lead to an increase in condensatemass as cloudsmove to amore
deglaciated state.

In this study we analyze Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) simulations to estimate the
relative roles of condensate mass increases and phase changes in explaining the response of LWP to warming
over the Southern Ocean. First, in section 3, we study the relationship between temperature and the fraction of
condensate that is liquid in the models. We then estimate the relative contributions of the changes in liquid
fraction and total condensed water mass to the shortwave feedbacks in the models in section 4. Finally, in
section 6, we estimate the contribution of the variations of the temperature dependence of the liquid fraction
to the spread in the LWP response to warming among the models.

2. Data

Monthly mean model data are collected from 19 CMIP5 GCMs. This study uses two monthly climatologies
to compare the warmed and historical climates. The historical climatology is created using output from the
historical simulations from the period 1850–1900, and the warmed climatology is created using output
from the Representative Concentration Pathways 8.5 (RCP8.5) simulations from 2050 to 2100. The grid
box mean cloud mass fraction of ice (archived as cli) and liquid (clw) are used for each model and experi-
ment. These variables are archived on the CMIP5 cloud vertical grid. Atmospheric temperature is interpo-
lated to the cloud grid. The mass of ice and liquid in each vertical grid box of a model are calculated
using the cli and clw variables. The integrated mass of ice and liquid in a given pressure level are referred
to in this study as IWP(p) and LWP(p). The vertically integrated cloud fraction and precipitation are also
retrieved for each model where available. Throughout the remainder of this study data may be assumed
to be on the cloud vertical grid, and unless stated otherwise, on the native latitude-longitude grid of
each model.

3. Diagnosis of GCM Mixed-Phase Behavior

Given the poor constraints on ice nucleation, GCMs may either parameterize the transition from liquid to ice
as a simple function of temperature [Bower et al., 1996; Cesana et al., 2015; Choi et al., 2014] or attempt a more
rigorous approach including nucleation and growth [Cesana et al., 2015; Komurcu et al., 2014]. Careful study
and intercomparison of ice nucleation parameterizations between GCMs have shown that nucleation and
processes subsequent to nucleation contribute equally to the uncertainty in mixed-phase behavior of several
GCMs with advanced microphysics parameterizations [Komurcu et al., 2014]. Although ice microphysics are
complex, one would expect to find that warmer temperatures on average lead to higher abundances of liquid
and lower abundances of ice, provided that the concentration of IN does not vary significantly with tempera-
ture [Bower et al., 1996; Hu et al., 2010; Kanitz et al., 2011; Tan et al., 2014].

Data from historical runs spanning 1850–1900 are used to determine the way that each model partitions
condensate. The data are subset into the latitude region 30°S–80°S. All longitudes, months, and pressure
levels are included. Liquid condensate fraction (LCF) is defined as liquid mass over the sum of ice and
liquid mass. We use the term condensate to indicate the sum of liquid and ice cloud mass. The LCF is
calculated from cli and clw and is composited on temperature. The compositing procedure does not make
any differentiation by pressure, latitude, longitude, or month of the year. In nature, the freezing of cloud
droplets is governed by several factors: temperature, ice nuclei concentration, and cloud condensation
nuclei concentration. Because we are interested in the response to warming of mixed-phase clouds, we
want to extract an effective temperature dependence from the models and composite the LCF on
temperature alone. Observational studies have shown that LCF is strongly dependent on temperature
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[Bower et al., 1996; Hu et al., 2010; Kanitz
et al., 2011]. LCF is shown as a function
of temperature for each model in
Figure 1a. Some GCMs have more varia-
bility in LCF within a given temperature
bin, but LCF has a clear monotonic
dependence on temperature in all mod-
els (Figure S1 in the supporting informa-
tion). The rate of change in LCF is also
shown as a function of temperature
(Figure 1b) to indicate the temperature
range in which LCF is most sensitive to
temperature in each model. It should
be noted that due to the monthly time
resolution of the data available for the
CMIP5 models, the mean temperature
and LCF are used to represent the
effective dependence of LCF on tem-
perature. It is likely that GCMs that do
not utilize a temperature ramp have
a larger variance about mean LCF
(Figure S1). Using monthly data does
not hamper our analysis because we
are interested in the mean change in
cloud properties with warming.

Examination of the LCF as a function of temperature across GCMs shows a wide variety of partitioning
behaviors. The temperature at which ice and liquid are equally abundant (which we refer to as the glaciation
temperature) varies by almost 40 K between models in Figure 1. Previous studies have warned that the
parameterization of glaciation may introduce bias in the cloud feedback in GCMs, so that this wide range
of glaciation temperatures is especially interesting [Naud et al., 2006]. In addition, the sensitivity of the optical
depth feedback to the repartitioning of ice and liquid in a warming climate is expected to be especially
large due to the combination of high cloud fraction and small cloud droplet effective radius in this region
[McCoy et al., 2014b].

The mechanisms that drive ice nucleation in the remote marine boundary layer are poorly understood, but
empirical fits to global remote sensing observations from the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder
Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) instrument allow us to compare a global observational estimate of the
temperature dependence of LCF to the model behavior in Figure 1 [Hu et al., 2010, 2009]. The observed
dependence of cloud top LCF on temperature is also shown in Figure 1. This observational estimate falls in
the middle of the range of GCM behaviors. It should be noted that this might not be an entirely appropriate
comparison because the CALIPSO instrument measures the phase near cloud top, since lidar is rapidly
attenuated in cloud, while the GCM LCF is averaged over each vertical grid box. Unfortunately, other remotely
sensed estimates of cloud phase capable of significant cloud penetration must still rely on a parameterized
thermodynamic phase [Huang et al., 2012; Naud et al., 2010].

It is unclear whether the use of cloud top LCF would lead to a lower or higher LCF than if the LCF measured
throughout the vertical extent of the cloud were to be used. A thin layer of liquid water at cloud top overlay-
ing an ice layer [Rauber and Tokay, 1991] would tend to push the LCF measured by CALIPSO toward being too
high relative to the true LCF of the cloud as a whole. In situ measurements of Southern Ocean clouds
conducted in Grosvenor et al. [2012] mostly showed very low ice concentrations in Southern Ocean clouds
in agreement with the High-performance Instrumented Airborne Platform for Environmental Research
Pole-to-Pole Observations global transects found no significant below cloud top prevalence of ice particles,
suggesting it is unlikely that a large underlying ice layer exists that cannot be detected by CALIPSO
[Chubb et al., 2013].

Figure 1. (a) The diagnosed mixed-phase partitioning from the historical
experiment for the years 1850–1900 in the 30°S–80°S latitude band.
Observations from Hu et al. [2010] are shown as a dashed red line. The
multimodel mean is shown as a dashed grey line. (b) The slope of the LCF
curve at each temperature.
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4. Calculation of Impact Due To Phase Partitioning

Althoughwe cannot easily separate themechanisms that drive the changing condensatemass in GCMs, we can
investigate the impacts of condensate partitioning by representing the change in LWP between historical and
warmed climates as a Taylor series. For a given location andmonth in the climatology from CMIP5 we can write

ΔLWP ¼
X

p
ΔCWP pð Þ � LCF0 pð Þ þ ΔLCF pð Þ � CWP0 pð Þ þ ΔLCF pð Þ � ΔCWP pð Þ½ � (1)

whereΔ represents a difference between the historical data andwarmed data, CWP(p) is the condensate (ice plus
liquid) mass (kg/m2) integrated though amodel pressure level at pressure (p), rather than the entire atmospheric
column, LCF is the liquid fraction in amodel pressure level defined as LWP(p)/(IWP(p) + LWP(p)), and the subscript
0 indicates the historical state. The LCF in GCMs is found to be a smooth function of temperature (Figure 1a),
and thus, we approximate LWP as a function of air temperature only, using the curves in Figure 1a.

LCF LWP pð Þ; IWP pð Þð Þ→ LCF T pð Þð Þ (2)

Figure 2. The contributions to (a) changes in LWP from condensate mass changes, (b) changes in partitioning, and (c) the
cross term of partitioning and condensate mass changes. (d) The fraction of the magnitude of the condensate and
partitioning terms explained by the partitioning term. These terms are described in equation (1). All changes in LWP are
normalized by the change in zonal mean air temperature at 850 hPa. Models are listed in the legend.
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The change in LWP is calculated using
equation (1) by linearly interpolating
the LCF curve of a given GCM from
Figure 1a to that GCM’s atmospheric
temperature in the historical and
warmed climates. This gives a CWP
and LCF at every latitude, longitude,
month of the year, and pressure level
for each GCM, and the change in LCF
can be easily computed.

We divide liquid water path changes
into contributions from: condensate
mass changes (represented by the first
term in equation (1)); repartitioning of
condensate by phase as atmospheric
temperature changes (the second
term); and the covariance between
phase change and condensate mass
(the third term). The contributions from
each term in equation (1) are shown in
Figure 2. The overall LWP response is
then calculated using equation (1).

Calculation of the change in LWP using equation (1) and the curves shown in Figure 1 yields strong agree-
ment with the modeled zonal mean LWP change (Figure 3). This demonstrates that (1) the curves shown
in Figure 1 are sufficiently exact to investigate the LWP response in a warmed climate and (2) the LCF depen-
dence on temperature in GCMs is approximately invariant under climate change for the purposes of examin-
ing the change in LWP.

In the multimodel mean, about half of the change in LWP can be attributed to repartitioning, but the relative
sizes of the condensate and partitioning components vary considerably (Figure 2d). Changes in condensate
mass significantly affect the change in LWP (Figure 2a). The condensate mass term increases LWP at higher
latitudes and decreases LWP at lower latitudes. The decrease in LWP at lower latitudes is due to a combina-
tion of decreases in cloud fraction and, to a lesser degree, optical depth [Zelinka et al., 2012a, 2013]. We will
discuss some potential mechanisms that decrease cloud fraction shortly. In contrast to the condensate term,
the partitioning term acts to uniformly increase LWP as the atmosphere warms (Figure 2b). The covariance
term in equation (1) plays a negligible role (Figure 2c).

Several mechanisms that are not a function of condensate phase may affect the condensate mass. As men-
tioned earlier, changes in adiabatic water content, which are proportional to the temperature derivative of
the moist adiabat, may increase condensate mass in a warming climate [Betts and Harshvardhan, 1987].
LWP decreases slightly at lower latitudes. Several factors have been shown to affect subtropical cloud fraction
and are likely to contribute to the decrease in LWP diagnosed in the more equatorward, and liquid cloud-
dominated, latitudes shown in Figure 2. These are drying of the free troposphere, a more emissive free tropo-
sphere due to greenhouse gases, reduced wind speed, or larger fluxes of water vapor in the boundary layer.
Each of these should act to decrease cloud fraction as the climate warms [Blossey et al., 2013; Bretherton and
Blossey, 2014; Bretherton et al., 2013;Mitchell et al., 1989; Rieck et al., 2012; Tsushima et al., 2006;Wetherald and
Manabe, 1988]. Finally, the cloud coverage, and subsequently condensate mass, may simply increase as
atmospheric stability increases [Caldwell et al., 2013; Klein and Hartmann, 1993; Wood and Bretherton,
2006]. Increasing stability is a robust feature across GCMs, although the relationship between cloud fraction
and stability varies significantly among models [Caldwell et al., 2013; Qu et al., 2014; Webb et al., 2013].

The differing microphysical properties of ice and liquid likely make the change in total condensate mass a
function of the change in the partitioning of condensate phase [Morrison et al., 2011; Solomon et al., 2011].
Because our repartitioning component only includes the effect of the warming-induced phase changes
on LWP and not the possible effect of repartitioning on total condensate mass, our estimate of the

Figure 3. Change in LWP between the historical and RCP8.5 experiments
calculated from equation (1) using the curves of liquid over total conden-
sate as a function of temperature from Figure 1 compared to the LWP
change predicted by each model. The one-to-one line is shown with grey
dashes. The monthly zonal mean change in LWP at each latitude is shown
as crosses. Models are listed in the legend.
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importance of condensate repartition-
ing on changes in LWP is likely a lower
bound. Model sensitivity studies show
that condensate phase is likely to affect
condensate mass through differences
in the precipitation efficiencies and
radiative properties of ice and liquid
[Klein et al., 2009; Komurcu et al., 2014;
P. Ceppi et al., Mechanisms of the nega-
tive shortwave cloud feedback in mid to
high latitudes, submitted to Journal of
Climate, 2015]. Without a detailed inves-
tigation of each GCM considered in this
study, however, we must assume that
the high-latitude LWP response due to
the condensate mass term in equation
(1) is not a function of the condensate
partitioning in a warmed climate. In
section 5 we discuss the diagnosed
dependence of condensate mass on
condensate phase.

It is of interest to estimate the radiative
impact of changes in LWP and IWP
that are due to the contributions of
the condensate mass, partitioning, and
covariance terms from equation (1).
The intricacies of accurately represent-
ing the upwelling SW in the SO have
been shown elsewhere [McCoy et al.,
2014b]; however, we offer here an
approximate calculation to put the indi-
vidual contributors to changes in LWP
in context. This is useful as it includes
the effects of the different effective radii
of ice and liquid, the nonlinear relation-
ship between optical depth and upwel-
ling SW, and the effects of changes in
solar zenith angle throughout the year
and with latitude. It should be noted
here that our intention is not to repro-

duce the radiative response of each model but to estimate what their radiative response would be if their
microphysics were unified and consistent with observations.

The Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for GCMs (RRTMG) [Mlawer et al., 1997] is used to calculate the upwelling
SW at each latitude and month. Clouds are assumed to be homogeneous, and the liquid and ice water paths
are uniformly distributed across the coverage assigned by the vertically integrated cloud fraction diagnosed
by each model. The cloud is assumed to extend from 800 hPa to 680 hPa. An effective radius of 14μm is
assumed for liquid and 50μm for ice. These effective radii are consistent with the annual mean values
retrieved by, respectively, Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer and Cloudsat over the SO
[McCoy et al., 2014b].

The change in reflected shortwave (RSW) is calculated using the change in cloud fraction for each model and
the change in LWP and IWP calculated from equation (1) (Figure 4). In-cloud IWP (ICIWP) and LWP (ICLWP) are
calculated as IWP/CF and LWP/CF. CF is total cloud fraction. It should be noted that the calculation of the
change in RSW usingmonthly data and eachmodel’s cloud fraction (as opposed to a simulated satellite cloud

Figure 4. The change in RSW estimated using RRTMG. Changes in LWP,
IWP, and CF relative to the historical climate are normalized by change
in the zonal mean air temperature at 850 hPa. Calculations are described
in the text. The 25th and 75th percentiles of the change in RSW at each
latitude are shown as a solid box. Medians are connected using a solid line.
Thin lines represent the extrema. Outliers are shown as crosses. (a) The
change in all-sky RSW, (b) the change in RSW due to changes in cloud
fraction, (c) changes in RSW due to changes in condensate mass, (d)
changes in RSW due to repartitioning of condensate, (e) changes in RSW
due to the covariance term in equation (1), and (f) the covariance term
between changes in cloud fraction and overcast RSW. The observationally
estimated range for the partitioning-induced change in RSW from McCoy
et al. [2014a] for a fixed liquid effective radius is shown by dashed purple
lines in Figure 4d. Note that the y axis range varies among panels.
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fraction) is meant to yield only an approximate change in RSW for the purpose of estimating the impact on
RSW of the changes in LWP and IWP predicted by equation (1).

All-sky RSW is written as follows:

RSWAll�sky ¼ RSWCloudy � CFþ RSWClear � 1� CFð Þ (3)

where the overcast RSW is a function of the in-cloud IWP and LWP

RSWCloudy ¼ RSWCloudy ICLWP; ICIWPð Þ (4)

CF is the total cloud fraction predicted by the GCM, and RSWClear is the clear-sky RSW [Cess, 1976]. The change
in all-sky RSW between the historical and warmed climates may be written

dRSW ¼ RSW1 � RSW0 (5)

where subscript 1 indicates the warmed climate, and subscript 0 indicates the historical climate. The RSW in
each climate state is

RSW1 ¼ RSW1
LWP1
CF1

;
IWP1
CF1

; RSWClear

� �
(6)

RSW0 ¼ RSW0
LWP0
CF0

;
IWP0
CF0

; RSWClear

� �
(7)

where the change in CF, LWP, and IWP relative to the historical climate is divided by the difference in air
temperature at 850 hPa between historical and warmed climates, and the clear-sky albedo is assumed to be
constant. The change in RSW due to changes in cloud fraction, IWP, and LWP changes is shown in Figure 4a.
The multimodel median RSW decreases by 2Wm�2 K�1 at 40°S and increases by 5Wm�2 K�1 at 60°S.

To evaluate the contribution to the change in RSW between the historical and warmed climates due to the
components in equation (1), we first write the change in RSW as

dRSW ¼ RSWCloudy;0 � RSWClear
� �� dCFþ dRSWCloudy � CF0 þ dRSWCloudy � dCF (8)

where the first term corresponds to the change in RSW due to changes in cloud fraction and the second term
corresponds to the changes in RSW due to changes in cloud reflectivity. The change in RSW due to the third
term involving the product of changes is found to be small (Figure 4f). Equatorward of about 45°S the cloud
fraction decreases with warming, contributing to an overall decrease in RSW (Figure 4b). The cloud fraction
contributes the majority of the decrease equatorward of 45°S, consistent with more refined estimates of the
cloud fraction feedback utilizing radiative kernels [Zelinka et al., 2012a, 2013].

We evaluate how each term in equation (1) affects the RSW when clouds are present. Expanding the cloud
albedo term

CF0 � dRSWCloudy ¼ CF0 � dRSWCM
Cloudy þ dRSWPart

Cloudy þ dRSWCov
Cloudy

h i
(9)

where the superscripts on the right side of the equation represent the condensate mass, partitioning, and
covariance terms, respectively. The change in RSW due to the condensate mass change from equation (1) is
estimated as

dRSWCM
Cloudy ¼ RSWCloudy ICLWPCM1 ; ICIWPCM1

� � � RSWCloudy ICLWP0; ICIWP0ð Þ (10)

the in-cloud ice and liquid water paths are

ICLWPCM1 ¼
X

p
dCWP pð Þ � LCF0 pð Þ½ � þ LWP0

h i
CF1�1 (11)

ICIWPCM1 ¼
X

p
dCWP pð Þ � 1� LCF0 pð ÞÞð � þ IWP0½ �CF1�1

h
(12)

The initial in-cloud ice and liquid water paths are

ICLWP0 ¼ LWP0=CF0; ICIWP0 ¼ IWP0=CF0 (13)

Figure 4c shows the change in RSW due to changes in in-cloud ice and liquid water paths consistent with
changes in in-cloud condensate mass, while keeping the partitioning at the historical value.
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Next we estimate the change in overcast RSW from repartitioning existing condensate. The change in over-
cast RSW due to repartitioning is given as

dRSWPart
Cloudy ¼ RSWCloudy ICLWPPart1 ; ICIWPPart1

� �� RSWCloudy ICLWP0; ICIWP0ð Þ (14)

The in-cloud liquid and ice water paths that are created by redistributing the phase of the historical
condensate are

ICLWPPart1 ¼
X

p
CWP0 pð Þ � dLCF pð Þ½ � þ LWP0

h i
� CF0�1 (15)

ICIWPPart1 ¼
X

p
CWP0 pð Þ � 1� dLCF pð Þð Þ½ � þ IWP0

h i
� CF0�1 (16)

The change in RSW due to shifting the existing condensate to a more liquid dominated state is shown in
Figure 4d. The pronounced increase in RSW that we calculate is due only to the change in effective radius
as large ice crystals are replaced by smaller, more reflective liquid droplets.

Finally, the change in RSW due to the covariance term in equation (1) is calculated as

dRSWCov
Cloudy ¼ RSWCloudy ICLWPCov1 ; ICIWPCov1

� �� RSWCloudy ICLWP0; ICIWP0ð Þ (17)

where

ICLWPCov1 ¼
X

p
dCWP pð Þ � dLCF pð Þ½ � þ LWP0

h i
� CF0�1 (18)

ICIWPCov1 ¼
X

p
dCWP pð Þ � 1� dLCF pð Þð Þ½ � þ IWP0

h i
� CF0

�1 (19)

The change in overcast RSW due to the covariance term from equation (1) is small (Figure 4e).

In the multimodel mean, the change in the RSW due to the increase in condensate mass is the largest term
(Figure 4c). The GFDL-ESM2M and GFDL-ESM2G models both exhibit very large changes in LWP per degree
change in air temperature at 850 hPa (Figure 2), and their estimated high-latitude change in RSW is extremely
large. In addition to the very large increase in LWP in these models, the large change in RSWmay arise in part
from the highly approximate nature of our radiative calculations, which assume homogeneous distribution
of LWP.

The RSW increases uniformly at all latitudes as the historical condensate is repartitioned (Figure 4d). At high
latitudes the partitioning term contributes less to the increase in RSW than the condensate mass term does,
but at lower latitudes they are roughly equivalent. This is consistent with the increase in LWP due to the con-
densate term being larger than the increase due to repartitioning at higher latitudes as shown in Figure 2.

It is interesting to note that the increase in RSW due to the partitioning term as calculated here is near the
partitioning-induced change in RSW estimated from observed seasonal changes in the SO [McCoy et al.,
2014a]. The observed estimate of the change in RSW was obtained by calculating the difference in upwelling
SW radiation due to repartitioning satellite-observed IWP and LWP consistent with a 1 K seasonal warming.
Compared to the observational estimate, the models predict a larger change in RSW at higher latitudes
and a smaller change in RSW equatorward of 50°S. The calculation performed here is significantly less precise
than the observational estimate, which makes it hard to compare them directly, but it is encouraging that the
observational estimate is within a fewWm�2 K�1 of the multimodel median estimate.

GCMs differ widely in the way they represent the partitioning of condensate phase, mean state CWP, and
mean state CF. It appears that the model mean reflected SW response to phase changes is roughly compar-
able to the observational estimate, although it appears that the increase in RSW calculated here is generally
larger than the observational estimate in the midlatitudes. There is also considerable spread in the range of
model-estimated changes in RSW due to repartitioning around the observational estimate (Figure 4d). The
estimated change in RSW shown here assumes that the effective radii of ice and liquid do not vary between
models. Because optical depth depends on both liquid water path and liquid effective radius, assuming that
all GCMs have the same liquid and ice effective radii removes a significant source of intermodel variability in
the SW cloud feedback, providing that there are not compensating biases in LWP changes and microphysics
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among GCMs. GCMs differ significantly in how they represent cloud microphysics [Bender et al., 2011;
Engstrom et al., 2014]. Variations in how models change condensate with warming and how they represent
cloud microphysics will both significantly affect the warming-induced change in RSW that they predict in
mixed-phase regions [McCoy et al., 2014a]. Again, we must note that this calculation is highly approximate
and is provided to give context to the changes in LWP in terms of RSW. A more precise calculation could
be performed using in a manner similar toMcCoy et al. [2014b], but this necessitates histograms of simulated
optical depth and height [Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011] to describe cloud heterogeneity. These are only available
in a small subset of models and experiments.

5. Condensate Mass Changes as a Function of Condensate Partitioning

As we have stated previously, condensate partitioning and mass changes are related to each other through
the differing microphysical and radiative properties of ice and liquid. In this section we investigate possible
relationships between partitioning changes and total condensate changes in CMIP5 models.

Providing that condensate mass and partitioning are related, we would expect changes in mass and the dom-
inance of liquid to be correlated. We examine points in latitude, longitude, pressure, and month that transi-
tion from ice-dominated to liquid-dominated clouds between the historical and warmed climatologies. The
fractional increase of total condensed water path between historical and warmed climates is shown in
Figure 5 as a function of the change in LCF. Only cases where the condensate in a given pressure level, loca-
tion, and time is mixed phase in both the historical and warmed climate are selected. That is to say, we choose
a subset of the climatology where LCF has not saturated between the historical and warmed climates so that
we can investigate the ice to liquid transition with warming. In addition, only cases where at least a moderate
amount of condensate exists (CWP(p)> 0.01 kgm�2) were considered. For the sake of clarity, points where
the LCF was approximately the same between the historical and warmed climates (LCF increased or
decreased by less than 0.005) were omitted from the creation of quantiles of dLCF.

As noted above, condensate mass should increase as LCF increases. To assess this, we plot the change in
median condensate mass as a function of changes in condensate partitioning for each model in Figure 5.
Because there is no a priori reason to expect this relationship to be linear, we quantify the strength of the
relationship using Spearman rank correlations. Eleven models show a significant positive Spearman rank cor-
relation (p< 0.05) between median fractional increase in condensate mass and increasing LCF (Figure 5).
Considerable spread exists about the median change in condensate mass, and six models show a significant
negative correlation. Only two models have no correlation. It is important to keep in mind that we are only
examining the correlation between condensate mass increase and deglaciation and confounding variables
may create these correlations spuriously. Positive correlations between increases in condensate mass and
LCF might occur for reasons other than the phase transition, but which are also dependent on temperature.
These were discussed in section 4.

Six models show significant decreasing condensate mass with increasing liquid fraction. A possible explana-
tion for this behavior might be that clouds within that model are more dependent on invigoration from latent
heat release as liquid transitions to ice. This is consistent with the warmer glaciation temperatures observed
in thick, heavily precipitating frontal clouds in the Northern Hemisphere oceans [Naud et al., 2006].

The change in condensate mass when phase does not change between the historical and warmed climates is
shown separately in Figure 5 and is subdivided into high and low LCF cases. When condensate is liquid in
both historical and warmed climates its mass tends to decrease with warming. This is consistent with liquid
clouds thinning for the reasons that we discussed earlier [Bretherton et al., 2013; Tsushima et al., 2006].
Condensate that is ice in both historical and warmed climates tends to increase its mass, but most models
do not have appreciable ice that does not transition, at least partially, to liquid.

As discussed earlier, precipitation suppression is thought to play a significant role in linking phase changes to
mass changes. The majority of models that had precipitation data available at the time of writing showed a sig-
nificant rank correlation between decreasing column precipitation (scaled by total condensate mass in each
column) and increasingmean LCF in a column (where LCF in at each level is weighted by the vertically resolved
condensate mass) (Figure 6). This supports the suppression of precipitation by deglaciation as a common
feature of models and acts as a potential mechanism linking the increase in condensate mass to deglaciation.
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While Figure 5 offers a tantalizing glimpse of how the condensate partitioning and cloud schemes in
models might interact, disentangling the linkages and mechanisms across GCMs cannot be investigated
in the absence of dedicated experimentation within each model. Other insightful studies have shown that
cloud phase affects condensate mass in models [Klein et al., 2009; Komurcu et al., 2014; P. Ceppi et al.,
submitted manuscript, 2015]. The survey of model behavior shown here supports the notion that
condensate mass changes are not divorced from condensate phase partitioning, at least in the majority
of models investigated here.

Figure 5. The change in condensate mass binned by change in LCF for each model. The x axis shows change in the fraction of liquid condensate in percent
(dLCF × 100). The y axis shows the change in condensate mass scaled by the historical condensate mass. Bins represent 30 quantiles of the data set. A solid line
connects medians. The Spearman rank (ρ) and Pearson linear (r) correlation of the medians are given in the title of each plot. If the rank correlation is significant
(p< 0.05), then the plots are colored red (positive correlation) or blue (negative correlation). The change in condensate mass when condensate does not change
phase by more that 0.5% is shown on the left side of each plot by teal diamonds (LCF> 0.9) and tan circles (LCF< 0.1). If less than 1% of the data set is contained in
either of these subsets, that subset is not shown.
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6. The Effects of Variation in Condensate Partitioning

The effective phase partitioning as a function of temperature diagnosed in this study varies significantly
across GCMs (Figure 1), and it seems reasonable to assess how much across-model variation in the
change in LWP this creates. Even a conservative estimate, as made here, is useful in that it draws
attention to the importance of mixed-phase cloud parameterization in GCMs to their high-latitude
cloud feedback.

Intermodel variation due to differences in partitioning schemes in the high-latitude LWP change is evaluated
by constraining the LCF in equation (1), as opposed to using the native LCF function for each GCM. The atmo-
spheric temperature for each GCM is used in conjunction with the constrained LCF function (described
below) to calculate the control and warmed climate LCF. The control and warmed climate LCF may then
be used in the three terms of equation (1) in place of each model’s native LCF function to calculate the
change in LWP. The condensate mass term [ΔCWP(p) � LCF0(T(p))] is a linear function of control climate LCF.
This means that spread in the mass term may be enhanced by the enforcement of a constrained LCF. As
we have discussed in section 4, the increase in condensate mass is likely to be a function of the phase parti-
tioning, which is not accounted for by this method. To evaluate the impact of assuming that condensatemass
is not a function of phase, we compare the casewhere the LCF is constrained in all three terms in equation (1) to
the case where it is only constrained in the partitioning [ΔLCF(T(p)) �CWP0(p)] term, while the condensate mass

Figure 6. The fractional change in the precipitation efficiency for each GCM as a function of their condensate partitioning in the SO. The y axis shows precipitation
efficiency, where precipitation efficiency is defined as the column precipitation divided by the total condensate in the column. The x axis shows the change in the
column mean liquid condensate fraction weighted by the condensate mass in each pressure level. Fractional changes are relative to the historical state. The
Spearman rank (ρ) and Pearson linear (r) correlation of the medians are given in the title of each plot. At the time of writing three models did not have precipitation
fields available for download in the CMIP5 archive and were excluded.
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and covariance [ΔCWP(p) �ΔLCF(T(p))]
terms are calculated using the native
LCF of each model. We will now discuss
the LCF functions that we will use to
constrain the LWP response.

We consider three different constraints
on the LCF. First, we investigate how
much the placement of each models’
LCF curve in terms of temperature
affects the spread in LWP changes.
Each model’s curve is shifted so that
the temperature where LCF = 0.5 (the
glaciation temperature) is moved to
the multimodel mean glaciation tem-
perature, which is 258.4 K, while preser-
ving the shape of the LCF curve.
Second, we investigate how much the
temperature range that mixed-phase
clouds inhabit affects the spread in the
change in LWP in the GCMs. The mean
LCF curve of all the models (Figure 1)
is used to predict the change in LWP.
Finally, we enforce the observational
LCF curve from Hu et al. [2010] and cal-
culate the change in LWP.

The mean LWP change does not vary
appreciably upon the enforcement of
single glaciation temperature or LCF
curve (Figure 7a). When a single glacia-
tion temperature is enforced on all
terms in equation (1), decreases in
intermodel variance in ΔLWP, normal-
ized by warming, may exceed 20% in
the region south of 40°S (Figure 7c).
The intermodel variance in ΔLWP
increases in the lower latitudes, which
are not as persistently mixed phase.
However, the intermodel variance in
ΔLWP in the regions equatorward of
45°S is relatively small. Thus, the change
in intermodel spread in these regions is
small in an absolute sense (Figure 7b).
The variance also increases in the high
latitudes due to spread engendered by
the mass term. This is discussed below
at more length.

The variance changes by approximately the same amount if a single glaciation temperature is enforced or if
both a single temperature range and glaciation temperature are enforced (Figure 7b). This indicates that the
spread in model response with glaciation behavior is primarily due to the spread in glaciation temperature
and that the variability in temperature ranges occupied by the mixed-phase regime around the glaciation
temperature and distribution of condensate mass as function of temperature in each model do not contri-
bute very strongly to the spread in model response.

Figure 7. The change in variance in the temperature-normalized change in
LWP contingent on the enforcement of a single LCF curve, normalized by
change in 850 hPa air temperature. (a) The change in LWP between the
historical and warmed climate, (b) the intermodel variance in the predicted
change in LWP, and (c) the fractional change in the intermodel variance in
the change in LWP. In each figure blue indicates the original model data, red
indicates that the glaciation temperatures have been shifted to the multi-
model mean, black shows when the multimodel mean LCF curve (Figure 1)
has been used instead of each model’s LCF curve, and green shows when
the observational LCF from Hu et al. [2010] has been used to calculate the
change in LWP. If themultimodel mean glaciation temperature or LCF curve
has been used to calculate all the terms in equation (1), the symbols are
connected by a solid line. If they have only been used to calculate the par-
titioning term and the condensate mass and covariance terms have been
left unchanged, then only symbols are shown.
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If the multimodel mean LCF or glaciation
temperature is enforced for only the
partitioning term from equation (1), the
variance decreases by up to 40%
(Figure 7c). This analysis indicates that
the variability engendered by the
partitioning term alone is a significant
source of intermodel spread.

Finally, the enforcement of the LCF
observed by CALIPSO strongly increases
the variance in ΔLWP. This is because
of the large amount of supercooled
liquid in the CALIPSO-detected LCF,
which increases the LCF in the control
climate in the majority of GCMs
(Figure 1) and subsequently increases
the spread in the mass term in equation
(1). If the LCF from CALIPSO is only
enforced on the partitioning term, the
decrease in variance is equivalent to
the enforcement of the multimodel
mean LCF curve or glaciation tempera-
ture. Evidently, the relationship between
condensate mass and phase remains an
important element of constraining the
response of LWP to warming. We will
now discuss the predictive ability of each
models’ glaciation temperature alone.

We have shown how the partitioning of
ice and liquid in GCMs is dependent on
temperature (Figure 1). The repartition-
ing of ice and liquid as the climate
warms contributes significantly to the
change in LWP, and it is likely that this
repartitioning also affects the overall
condensate amount (Figure 5). Given
the strong mechanistic linkage we have
shown between how a GCM transitions
from ice to liquid, it makes sense to ask
if the glaciation temperature has some
predictive ability regarding the cloud
properties in the climate mean state
and how they change with warming.
The glaciation temperature is correlated
with both the mean state and change
in LWP across GCMs. Models that glaci-
ate at relatively high temperatures (see
Figure 1) tend to have a larger increase
in LWP and a larger condensate mass
change term (Figures 8a and 8c). This is
consistent with the idea that a GCM’s
condensate mass change is, at some
level, a function of the condensate phase

Figure 8. Across-model correlation coefficients (r) as a function of latitude
and month between the glaciation temperature and (a) condensate mass
change term, (b) condensate partitioning term, (c) total change in LWP,
(d) historical LWP, (e) historical IWP, and (f) historical condensed water
path. The condensate mass term (Figure 8a), partitioning term (Figure 8b),
and overall change in LWP (Figure 8c) are scaled by change in zonal mean
air temperature at 850 hPa.
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change. That is to say, models that have highly glaciated clouds in themean climate will have a great deal of ice
to transition to liquid as the climate warms, and this transition from ice to liquid is also likely to decrease
precipitation efficiency. This decrease in precipitation efficiency is consistent with the positive correlation
between glaciation temperature and the condensate mass term (Figure 8c). The glaciation temperature is
positively correlated across models with climatological IWP and negatively correlated across models with
climatological LWP and condensed water path (Figures 8d–8f). Climatological LWP is lower, and IWP is higher
in GCMs that more easily nucleate ice, as one would expect. Total condensed water path is generally lower in
models that nucleate ice more readily (Figure 8f). This behavior is consistent with precipitation being sup-
pressed in models that create ice at lower temperatures (see sections 1 and 5 for a discussion of precipitation
suppression). Significant correlation between model glaciation temperature and the change in midlatitude
cloud properties, as shown here, reinforces the importance of a realistic depiction of glaciation in GCMs in order
to realistically simulate the midlatitude cloud feedback. The glaciation temperature is also likely to affect model
climate sensitivity, since models with warm glaciation temperatures will have more ice at lower latitudes where
its transition to liquid can have a greater on reflected shortwave.

7. Summary and Conclusions

Low cloud feedback remains an important source of uncertainty for the sensitivity of Earth’s climate. The
high-latitude low cloud feedback, which is mainly due to increases in cloud optical depth, is robustly nega-
tive, but its magnitude is uncertain. In this study we describe the mechanisms that drive this feedback. Our
key points are as follows:

1. GCMs partition condensate in such a way that condensate phase is effectively dependent on temperature
on a monthly time scale, but the dependence varies greatly from model to model (Figure 1).

2. The diagnosed partitioning curve represents the GCM behavior well. It may be used to predict the change
in LWP due to repartitioning of ice and liquid as the climate warms, taking only the condensate mass and
change in atmospheric temperature as input (Figure 3).

3. Between 20% and 80% of the LWP response to warming is due to the repartitioning of condensate as the
atmosphere warms (Figure 2d). The intermodel variance in the LWP response is reduced by as much as
20% in the Southern Ocean high latitudes in regions of persistent mixed phase cloud if all models are
forced to have the same liquid-ice partitioning dependence on temperature (Figure 7). This represents
a minimum contribution from phase changes to the spread in LWP response because differences in the
radiative andmicrophysical characteristics of ice and liquid are likely to link total condensate mass and con-
densate partitioning (Figure 5) [Klein et al., 2009; McCoy et al., 2014a; Morrison et al., 2011; P. Ceppi et al.,
Hartmann, and Webb, submitted manuscript, 2015].

4. The temperature at which ice and liquid are equally mixed in a GCM has significant influence on both the
mean state and changes in midlatitude clouds. Models that have a warmer glaciation temperature are
found to have a larger change in LWP, a lower historical LWP, a higher historical IWP, and a lower historical
condensed water path (Figure 8).

Overall, the effect of intermodel differences in climatological ice-liquid condensate partitioning has been
shown to strongly contribute to the uncertainty in how clouds change at high latitudes as the climate warms.
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